
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WIFI 

Network     Apartahotel Argote 

USER MANUAL                                                        Password    argote13 



 
 
Please review this user manual for guidance on how to use the apartment appliances.  In case 

of doubt, please contact us by phone (0034 616268876) or by e-mail 

info@overlandsuites.com 
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ACCESS DOORS. 

You will not need a key to Access the apartment.  All access doors open through a type-in 

code we will provide you at reception during your check in.  This code is newly generated at 

your arrival and will be valid throughout your complete stay. 

There are three Access doors: 

 

Street Access Door 

This is a timber door allowing you into the building. 

The code to open this door if the four digit code on your card and followed by #.  

 

Patio Access gate (metal railing gate) 

This gate remains open.  In case you may need to open it, the code is the same as the “Street 

Access door” above. 

 

Apartment door 

This is the door leading into your apartment from the distribution corridors of the building.  

The code to open this door is the four digit code on your card and followed by #, the same 

you use to access the building (Street Access Door above). 

  



 
 
 

 

INTERNET ACCESS 

The Access to the internet throughout the whole building is Wireless through (WIFI) or 

directly connecting your laptop to the network port available in your apartment living-room. 

To connect, you should go to “Settings” on your device, then “Wifi” or “available networks”.  

Once there, you may find: 

Network:    Apartahotel Argote 

Password: argote13 

These Access data will remain unchanged throughout your complete stay. 

If you need to borrow a network cable, you can ask for one at the reception desk. 

 

  



 
 
 

 

ROOFTOP TERRACE 

The rooftop terrace is located on the third floor.  It remains open all days between 10.00 and 

21.00.  

During these hours please feel free to enjoy it.  We kindly request you behave decorously and 

respect our other guests, particularly around lunch time as well as night time. 

Please refrain from using loud music players which could disturb other guests.  Please use 

the terrace furniture respectfully with our other guests and try to leave it tidy and organized 

when you leave.  We unfortunately do not have full-time staff attending the terrace. 

  

  



 
 
 

 

AIR-CONDITIONING AND HEATING 

All apartments have AC and heating in all rooms.  

The control panel is located at the living-room on the wall. 

 

SWITCH MODE COOLING (FRIO)/ HEATING (CALOR)  

RAISE TEMPERATURE 

LOWER TEMPERATURE 

FAN SPEED 

ON/OFF 

  



 
 
 

 

CURTAINS AND BLIND 

All windows can be covered and blacked out for a proper rest.  You can manually and 

effortlessly operate the curtains and blinds yourselves. 

To operate the fold-up blinds (venetian blinds) please use the cords on one of the sides.  You 

may just need to smoothly pull the cord up or down to your preference. 

All curtains slide freely either side by simply pulling them.   



 
 
WASHING MACHINE 

The washing machine is in the kitchen and concealed 

at low level and behind one of the door panels. 

The maximum washing load is 7 Kg (around 15 lbs) 

and are loaded through the front round opening 

door.  To open it, please pull out from its lever.  Once 

the clothes are in, make sure you closed it properly 

by checking it “clicked”. 

 1.- SOAP DISPENSER 

 2.- CONTROL PANEL 

 3.- DOOR LEVER 

 

At the top left hand side you can find the tray for the soap and the 

softener.  There are three different compartments:  

1) Pre-wash soap compartment (left)   

2) Washing soap compartment (center) 

3) Fort the softener, right most compartment  

The next step is to choose a program and the water temperature by using the Rolling control 

son the right hand side.  The listing of the washing programs is visible above the soaps tray.  

Once the machine has finished with the washing program, you will need to wait (up to 20 

seconds) until you can open the front round door since the water may still pressure block it.  

Please refrain from trying to force the door open.  

1.- CHOOSE A WASHING PROGRAM   5.- START / PAUSE KEY 

2.- SHORTENING THE FINAL SPIN DRYING  6.- DELAYED START KEY 

3.- OPERATING MODE KEY    7.- WASHING-PHASE DISPLAY 

4.- EXTENDER WASH KEY 

 

 

 

 



 
 
MICROWAVE 

The microwave is placed in the kitchen sitting on the kitchen worktop.  Please use it for 

heating and cooking foods.  Its power is 1000 W for oven-grilling and 800 W for microwaving.  

Its size is 20 litres of volumetric capacity. 

Please use the plastic cover you may find inside the Microwave and check the crystal plate is 

sitting properly in place. 

Start by placing the food inside the microwave, cover it suitably, close the door/hatch and 

choose power lever (9 different levels) and cooking time.  Please do not introduce any metal 

item inside the Microwave.  

 

 

 

POWER 

 

TIME 

OPEN DOOR 

  



 
 
 

 

TV 

The TV is placed fixed hanging on one of the walls of the living room. 

The TV is 40 inch sized, 100 Hz and easy to 

switch on and off using the remote 

control. 

The TV also has USB ports on one of the 

sides may you need to connect any device 

to it. 

Cable T.V. with international channels 

also available. 

 

 

 

        TV REMOTE CONTROL   

 

ON/OFF 

 

 

 

SOUND VOLUME UP/DOWN 

CHANGE CHANNEL 

CHANEL INPUT 

SUBTITLES ON/OFF 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

KETTLE 

The kettle or water boiler can be found inside one of the top closets at the kitchen.  You can 

use it to prepare a hot beverage of meal.  Please note: you can only heat water in it; it is the 

only liquid or substance it is meant to heat. 

It is an electric appliance, you will need to plug it to a power socket.  To fill it with water, 

remove the jar from the base.  Once filled, place it back on the base and switch it on.  The 

light display will turn on.  When the water is boiling, the light will turn off.  Please handle with 

care and using the jar handle.  Please beware that the other surfaces of the jar may be very 

hot. 

 

LIFT UP THE LID TO FILL IN WITH WATER 

 

 

WATER LEVEL INDICATOR 

 

SWITCH ON/OFF 

LIGHT DISPLAY (ON-HEATING / OFF-DONE 

  



 
 
 

 

COFFEE MACHINE 

The coffee machine, KRUPS – Nescafé Dolce Gusto – uses capsules.  It is placed inside one of 

the top closets in the kitchen. 

It is and electric appliance, you will need to plug it to a power socket.  Fill in with water the 

top compartment.  Lift up the lid with the –Nescafé Dolce Gusto- logo.  Introduce the coffee 

capsule and close the lid pushing it back down. 

Press the “Switch On” key on the side.  Once the water is heated, place a cup or a mug on 

the serving tray and under the coffee dispenser.  Release the lever to the right to get the 

coffee and release it to the middle when enough.  Once the coffee has been poured, switch 

the machine off and please remove the capsule from its compartment.   

 

  LEVER FOOR STARTING AND FINISHING 

  INSERT THE CAPSULE 

 

  WATER TANK LIP FOR WATER FILLING 

  SWITCH ON/OFF 

 

  PLACE THE CUP  



 
 
 

 

TOASTER 

The toaster is kept inside of the top closets in the kitchen.  These are only meant for toasting 

and heating bread. It is an electric appliance so in order to use it, you will need to plug it to a 

power socket. 

Insert the bread loaf through the top slots, select a heating option with the timer Wheel at 

the side, and push the side lever down.  Once it’s done, the tray with the bread will spring 

upwards.  PLEASE DO NOT INSERT ANY METALIC ITEM INSIDE THE TOASTER WHILE THE 

APPLIANCE IS STILL PLUGED TO THE POWER SOCKET. 

 

 

SLOTS TO INSERT BREAD LOAFS 

 

LEVER TO TURN ON THE TOASTER 

 

 

HEEATING TIME CONTROL WHEEL (TIMER AND 

POWER) 

  



 
 
 

 

IRON AND IRONING BOARD 

The iron is kept inside the narrow tall compartment in the kitchen together with the ironing 

board.  It is very important the use of the ironing board when you use the irong to prevent 

damaging the clothing items and/or the furniture in the apartment. 

It is an electric appliance so in order to use it, you will need to plug it to a power socket.  Fill 

in the water-compartment of the ironing machine with water. 

Adjust the central dial to the type of clothing and the suitable temperature. 

 

 

 

STEAM OUTLET (CAUTION IT IS HOT) 

STEAM ADJUSTMENT 

ADJUSTMENT DIAL: CLOTHING TYPE 

AND IRON TEMPERATURE 

WATER-TANK LID FOR WATER FILLING 

  



 
 
 

 

CERAMIC HOB 

FRANKE two-burner ceramic hob. 

Tactile control system.  Buttons are located at the bottom of the plate. 

During the use of the ceramic hob, the fire that has been used will remain lit in red.  After use, 

and once turned off, the plate will remain hot until the red turns off. 

To clean the hob it is necessary to wait until it cools.  Do not use nonspecific products for this 

type of surfaces. 

Please keep in mind that the plate is of glass and, therefore, must be treated with care.  Any 

sudden blow can cause a break. 

It is necessary to make sure, once finished its use, that it is turned off correctly, pressing the 

button on/off. 

 

 

1x Φ180 mm /120 mm 1700/ 650 W 

 

 

 

1x Φ140 mm  1200W 

 

TURN ON/OFF. Press for a few seconds. 

TOP FIRE CONTROLS 

LOWER FIRE CONTROLS 

 

  

  



 
 
 

 

REFRIGERATOR 

Zanussi refrigerator is located at one of the ends of the kitchen, integrated behind a vertical 

gray door.  

It is necessary that the machine is properly plugged in for the correct use.  When connected, 

the interior light will turn on. 

Insert the items wanted to keep cold inside the refrigerator and close the door. 

Keep the temperature always in an intermediate zone through a wheel located inside, with a 

numbering from 0 to 5.  It should be between 2 and 3, depending on the internal load for 

optimization. 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 
 

 

EXTRACTOR HOOD 

Located in the kitchen, over the glass ceramic, hidden in the upper cabinet, we find the 

extractor Hood.  It is an absorption hood, which serves to trap grease, smoke, odors, heat 

and air vapor by filtering and evacuating the air. 

When cooking, it is advisable to keep it on until a reasonable time after finishing in order to 

avoid fumes and odors in the apartment. 

It is activated by extracting it, as if it were a tray.  To stop it is necessary to enter it again. 

 

 

 

  



 
 
 

 

SOFA BED 

The sofa bed, for a greater comfort of our guests, is based on a single bed and an extra bed, 

which is extracted from the bottom of the sofa, sliding. 

The lower bed legs automatically open by lifting the ends of the bed case. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 
 

 

HAIR DRYER 

The hair dryer is located in the bathroom.  It has a power of 1600W and several positions.  

The hair dryer cannot be wet and must always be plugged in 

for use. 

It has two external elements, one for curly hair and one for 

smooth hair.  To use, place on the air outlet when the dryer is 

switched off.  It is necessary to make sure that it is well 

secured. 

The air that expels the dryer is hot, be careful and do not 

approach it. 

 

  



 
 
 

 

WC FLUSH 

The WC flush is embedded in the Wall, on the toilet. 

The flush is divided into two buttons, one smaller and one larger.  

The small one, which is situated on the right, has a lower water load and the larger one has a 

higher water load, to adjust to the needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

LIFT 

The lift is located after the courtyard, on the right.  It is not allowed to use in case of fire. 

In case of power outages, the lift will not be operational. 

If there is any problem with the lift, please contact us.  If possible, also contact the technical 

service, whose information is insider the elevator. 

In the upper panel insider the cabin, is indicated the maximum permissible weight, please 

respect that weight. 

The elevator communicates the ground floor, first and second.  If you want to access the 

communal terrace, go up to the 2nd floor and take the steal staircase in your left. 

 

 


